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As I write this review, Joe Lamb, who set up The Borneo Project, emails me from Kota Kinabulu, 
Malaysia about the success of the World Indigenous Summit on Environment and Rivers [WISER], 
that he attended last week. Indigenous peoples around the world, it seems, are showing their mettle 
ever more forcefully. More and more non-tribal people are taking notice of their plight and 
beginning to appreciate what the human species as a whole is losing. Governments and supra-
national corporations are being forced to act. For example, in the same week as WISER, Tata Steel's
Tribal Cultural Society held their second “Pan-India Tribal Conclave”.  The Gandhi Foundation's 
initiative in opening negotiations with Tata Steel in 2013 about their human rights abuses was very 
likely a factor in their decision to hold the first one last year. With no apparent irony in their 
publicity, the date for that Conclave was chosen, they said, “to mark the birth anniversary of tribal 
freedom fighter Birsa Munda”. 

Birsa Munda was a freedom fighter and is honoured to this day by all Adivasis as a hero. He was 
born on 15 November 1875 at Ulihatu, Ranchi District, in what was then Bihar. He was arrested on 
3 March 1900 in Jamkopai forest while he was sleeping along with his tribal guerrilla army which 
was fighting against British forces. About 460 tribal people were arrested of which one was given 
capital punishment, 39 were transported for life and 23 given 14 years jail sentences. Birsa Munda 
died in Ranchi Jail on 9 June 1900 from cholera aged 25. While Tata Steel claim to be raising tribal 
people’s standard of living, many Adivasis see the company as a reincarnation of the East India 
Company, invading and polluting Adivasi lands, dividing communities, ruining lives and 
landscapes.

And now we have yet another Adivasi freedom fighter, Gladson Dungdung, well on his way in my 
opinion, to becoming a hero too.  He is a human rights activist, journalist and writer based in 
Ranchi. He lectures across India and in many countries on the gross violations of Adivasi rights by 
east Indian States, the CPI-Maoists, the police, army and company-affiliated goondas. His passport 
was taken from him in January 2014, following "a sensitive report from state police" after he had 
spoken in Germany and Thailand, and refusal to pay certain bribes. He suffered the consequences 
similar in personal impact to those suffered by Dr Binayak Sen, recipient of The Gandhi 
Foundation's Gandhi International Peace Award 2012. 

He now has degrees in the social sciences and the law. His first book, "Whose Country is it 
Anyway? Untold stories from the Indigenous Peoples of India” was launched at the New Delhi 
Book Fair in 2013. On 19th November, he will be taking part in the "Conceptualising Resistance 
Symposium" which has been organised by Dr Vinita Damodoran's World Environmental History 
unit at Sussex University. “MISSION SARANDA” will be launched the next day with Dr Felix 
Padel, Professor Rod Kedward and other luminaries present to celebrate the remarkable 
achievement this book represents. At the end of a long list of acknowledgements, he gives us an 
insight into his motivations: “Last but not the least, to my late parents, who not only inspired me 
during my childhood to fight for justice, but they also paved the way for my own work by laying 
down their lives for others, ensuring that I must continue the fight for justice.” He dedicates his 
magnum opus to “The martyrs of Saranda Forest, who have sacrificed their lives to protect their 
ancestral land, territory and resources.”



Gladson served for two years as an honorary member in the Assessment and Monitoring Authority 
of The Planning Commission of India and was awarded the Samata Ratan Award in 2014: “For his 
extraordinary work for the Adivasi communities of India”.

He summarises the context and his intentions in writing “Mission Saranda” as follows:

“After Jharkhand State was created in the year 2000, the new government soon started signing one 
memorandum of understanding (MoU) after another, with national and multinational companies for mining 
projects, steel factories and power plants. Jharkhand government signed 104 MoUs with the corporate houses
in a decade.

When villagers realised what was happening, they started to protest against unjust development projects, in
which the landowners are consistently betrayed. Similarly, Chhattisgarh, Odisha and West Bengal signed a
long series of MoUs with the corporations for similar projects.  These MoUs had multiple ripple effects
throughout these States.  The issue of Maoism/Naxalism came to the surface with increasing force from
2008.  Prime Minister Rajmohan Singh called it the greatest threat to India's security and these States were
told  not  to  hand  over  the  lands  promised  to  the  corporations.  The  Government's  argument  was  that
development activities could not be carried out in “Naxal infested areas without cleansing the Maoists”. An
operation,  cynically labelled ‘Operation Green Hunt’,  combining the elite fighting units  from all  India's
armed forces and given authority over local police forces was planned and was launched in October 2009
throughout the so-called ‘Red Corridor’. There was some protest from West Bengal, Jharkhand and Bihar but
they were over-ruled in the   “war against terrorism” ie the CPI-Maoists.

I started travelling to the Red Corridor in order to collect evidence that this is not a war against terrorism, the
so-called Naxalite insurgency by the CPI-Maoists but a war against the Adivasis. The hidden goal is to
snatch their resources i.e. their lands, their forests, their water and hills. I believe that my mission to Saranda
Forest proves this to be the case. I have taken great care in my researches and I am convinced that the war is
actually, fundamentally, a war for control over mineral resource and that it threatens the security of all the
common  people  in  the  Red  Corridor  and  is  wrecking  their  peaceful  existence,  their  good  governance,
development and prosperity.”

I now give you some extracts from Professor Felix Padel's Foreword:

“This book and the Saranda issue it highlights are of greatest national significance. Gladson Dungdung has 
performed a profound service by writing courageously about this, bringing out the voices of Adivasis faced 
with displacement and atrocities from multiple directions…

What is the relative value of the money to be made by mining the minerals in the ground and of the Adivasi 
communities and the rich biodiversity forests where they live? Should the minerals under these forests and 
communities be extracted fast and sold for maximum profit, regardless of costs to communities and 
ecosystems? Given that the mining industry has rarely, if ever, benefited the majority of local people 
displaced, could these projects be organised differently? Or is the mining industry inherently ruthless and 
corrupt? Could it be that these Adivasi communities, and extensive forest areas such as Saranda where they 
live, are actually of much greater intrinsic value than all the money the minerals could be sold for?…

How long will mainstream society dismiss and ignore the voices and values of Adivasis? As Gladson says,
this is a society that takes from nature for need rather than greed. Greed is prevented through formalised
restraint and taboo. Adivasi communities have remained rooted to the earth and retain a culture based on
sharing and wasting nothing, that mainstream society has a lot to learn from. The idea that Adivasis live in
symbiosis with the forest and nature is not some ‘ecological romanticism’. It’s a central fact about a set of
societies with ancient roots that developed long ago an economic system based on the ecological values of
not taking too much from nature, honouring the earth and in recognising the intrinsic sacredness in nature, in
streams, mountains, the sun, trees and sacred groves…



This book makes abundantly clear why the mining industry does not represent real development: the industry
is corrupt from top to bottom and bottom to top. In the chapter ‘It’s called a Public Hearing?’ we witness the
strategy that  every mining company seems to use:  divide communities  by co-opting selected influential
people with bribes and job offers. This corruption is systemic. As a Minister famously commented, recorded
on secret camera while receiving a large bribe from a foreign mining company, “paise khuda to nahi, par
khuda ki kasam, khuda se kam bhi nahi hai” (Money isn’t God, but by God, it’s no less than God’) . [Also]
the fact that mining companies actually fund the police rarely comes to public attention. The corruption
intrinsic in the mining sector is but a part of the world’s largest-scale corruption. The corporations that bring
mining companies their biggest profits are the arms manufacturers. Most wars are basically resource wars
now and the conflict in Saranda is perfect example. It forms part of a vicious cycle: conflicts over metals,
sold to arms companies as hardware to fuel the many wars around the globe…

Over 20 million Adivasis - at least a quarter of India’s Scheduled Tribe population - have been dispossessed
in the name of development since India’s Independence and tens of thousands are resisting displacement
right now… Displacement is the shadow side of ‘development’ that planners and politicians systematically
avoid examining. Calling this process ‘development-induced displacement’ adds insult to injury, since for
those  displaced,  these  projects  represent  the  opposite  of  real  development:  ‘investment-induced
displacement’ is the proper term…. When Adivasis are displaced, they nearly always then suffer cultural
genocide  –  the  death  of  everything  that  made  life  worth  living,  of  a  complex  symbiosis  with  nature,
expressed  through  traditions  and  skills  developed  over  centuries.  In  truth,  this  displacement  is  ‘anti-
development’. Rigidly imposed industrialisation is drastically restricting indigenous peoples' rights to self-
development. The 'imposers' – neo-capitalist financiers in London and elsewhere, corporate executives and
their on-site managers, the bureaucrats and their political masters, the armed services, even many local police
- have next to no awareness of the consequences of their actions. A cultural as well as an economic and
political abyss separates the oppressors from the oppressed…

And  does  huge  investment  in  mining  actually  benefit  a  country?  Or  is  this  an  illusion  sold  by
financial/corporate institutions and the politicians they work through? Is economic growth compatible with
shrinking resources? Should our leaders be better working out  now how to curtail growth, conserve our
natural resources and share what we take from nature as fairly as possible?  If so, do indigenous peoples
represent  humanity’s  last  hope  for  the  future  as  they  continue  to  safeguard  many  of  the  earth’s  last
ecosystems still  intact? Should we all  be learning from, and supporting,  democratic Adivasi  movements
against unsustainable mining and forced displacement?…

Can  Adivasis  ever  negotiate  with  mining  companies  on  a  level  playing  field?  Recent  cases  suggest
otherwise… Tata Steel promotes what it claims as the best Corporate Social Responsibility and resettlement
for Adivasis, but it is still dividing communities, at Kalinganagar in Odisha, at Lohandiguda and Raoghat in
Chhattisgarh,  and  at  Ganeshpur  and  other  places  in  Jharkhand….  The  belief  system  underlying  this
perspective is ‘social evolutionism’ ie. all societies develop through set stages and the sooner ‘primitive’
forms are swept aside the better. In short, this is cultural racism, a form of racism is still rampant but which
goes largely unquestioned.”

It is rare to find an author's Chapter headings giving both the narrative thrust and the scope of
his/her book. Gladson has done just that:

1.   A Mission to Saranda Forest.  2. Saranda Forest and Adivasi People.   3. Mining in Saranda Forest.
4.   Is Mining a Curse for Adivasis?   5. Forest Movement and State Suppression.
6.   The Infamous Gua Incident.    7. Naxal Movement in Saranda.
8.   Is Naxalism Taking Its Last Breath in Saranda Forest?   9. Caught Among Three Sets of Guns.
10.  Corporate and Maoist Nexus in Saranda Forest.   11. Crossfire in Saranda Forest.
12.  A War and Human Rights Violation.   13. Where is the Right to Education?    14. Where to Heal?
15.  Toothless Tiger Roars in Saranda Forest.
16. “Saranda Action Plan” - Development Model or Roadmap for Mining?



17. What Do You Mean by Development? 18. Manufacturing the Consent. 19. Don’t They Rule Anymore?
20.  It’s Called a Public Hearing.    21. Saranda Politics. 22. Are We Indian Too?
23.  Mining against Life. 24. Is Mittal More Powerful Than our God? 25. Concluding Remarks.

I urge you to buy this book. Ask your bookshop and Library to stock it, and tell people about it!
Gladson Dungdung has opened our eyes to what is really happening in India’s tribal heartland in the
name of development and investment. If we are going to make this a better world, we need to listen
to representatives of those communities still living most sustainably, and to follow their lead!

John Rowley, 28-10-15


